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Media Consolidation Review
Seems Chairman Powell does not like road trips. The only public hearing on Media Consolidation was
February 27 down 1-95 in Richmond, VA. If you listen to Commissioner Michael Copps this should
be handled like a Rolling Stone concert tour visiting every major city in America.

Maybe that could be a new local NTR opportunity for Clear Channel. Or maybe Clear Channel could rent
the Commission a meeting venue, thereby feeding at the FCC trough on the one hand in the form of the
licenses it receives and thrives on, and then emptying the FCC's wallet for related services on the other.

Better yet! Maybe the FCC can use an independent promoter to get its road show 'airplay in various cities!
All kidding aside, Copps has in fact set up a limited road tour, with stops in Seattle and Durham

NC. There may also be a third forum in Los Angeles-one scheduled for 2/18 was canceled. Who
knows how many others will be added onto the schedule?

Powell believes the record has been built sufficiently, and that all sides have been heard from. He
will therefore not be touring with Copps. continued on page 2

Buyers' snapshot: Is the threat of war
changing commitments from clients?

r "I

We surveyed a few buyers on whether their clients are changing campaigns
or buying plans in anticipation of war breaking out in Iraq.

Natalie Swed Stone, Managing Partner/Director of National Radio Services,
OMD USA: "Clients are skittish. If there are clients who are thinking about doing
something, they may be may be skittish, they may wait to see what happens and
postpone their plans until mid -year or later in the year. I think because there is so
much talk of the war, and now we're getting close to it and nobody knows if it
will be long or short, if you're about to launch something and you think we're close
to a war, you're going to wait. Why risk your business and spend money at a time
when the country isn't ready for your message? So if your business is hinging upon
this effort that you're doing and the effort can be conceivably moved or postponed,

if you get in touch with people in the room, they'll probably say it's safer to postpone."
She adds, "I think the first question, when we started discussing this was, 'What happens to clients

that are already on the air?' Well, they pull. And I think that what we're hearing is if they're already
on the air and their plans have been booked, they'll make the best of it-they'll move some of it, they'll
see what happens in terms of programming. If there's news, they don't want to be there. But it's
different now. If you're going to launch a product or do a promotion, something you were planning
on doing, where you haven't been on all year, now the issue is why not wait?"

How might this affect business for radio? "I think there will be those clients who will wait. Now
I'm hoping that if they're not on now, they will take that money and it will be recouped by the end
continued on page 2

Natalie Swed Stone
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The battle lines aren't the only things to ILI\ e been drawn. So ate the allowable Imes of action
The Court of Appeals this pointed out the dire( lion it is likely io allow, and it points to an additiona
round of dereg. It can he limited dereg.

But as Powell has been pointing out, if the FCC enacts rules that the court finds indefensible, th-
court won't write new ones-it'll simply vacate the old ones. Then there's a chance there will he n.
limits on national Or local ownership.

If Powell is right, the real choice may be between relaxed regulation or the wild, wild west.
We don't need any more meetings. We need the FCC to (I() it-, job. After that, if its mu( «Ttabl

to America, it's tip to the courts and/or Congress to deal \\ itli it. And if Americans don't like the wa
Congress handles it, they can elect a new Congress. Iliat's democracy.

Buyers' snapshot, continued from page 1

of the \ t i r. Ti t.0 everything will even out over the course oft ime. But I think we're going to see a slow period
Bonita LeFlore, EVP/Director of Local Broadcast, Zenith Media: "There aren't any specific plans by

clients to hold money back, or to take a wait -and -see posture. The assumption is that we will go to 48-
72 hours of all news and see how the marketplace holds and what the situation looks like. It's really very
difficult to project how you're going to move forward when there's just so many unknowns going on."

Matthew Warnecke, Director Network and Spot Radio Services, MediaCom National Broadcast.
"I think clients are moving with business-as -usual and are not making blanket statements about
positioning in war programming. Frankly, from a radio standpoint, because if most of the buys that
we execute are on music stations, there isn't going to be much change in that regard because if a
Top -40 station goes to wall-to-wall news for two days like they did on 9-11, no spots are going to
run in there anyway. I'm just beginning to see some press about stations starting to formulate war
playlists-things like might be inflammatory coming off; things that might be patriotic coming on.
These alterations will bring about a sense that stations are being sensitive to the climate when war
comes. And because that is the case, clients have not been giving us direction, because I don't think
anybody wants to be seen stepping up first to make a statement one way or the other. If you're buying
music programming, you're getting music programming. You're not running in News or difficult
programming-you should be said to be fine. If you're in a News environment, one could argue that
you are already going to be in places where the environment might be a little more problematic-
hut you were already there to begin with. I'm having difficulty coming up with a scenario where
people would run from media."
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Visit us at the NAB

The Venetian Hotel-April 7-9
Call us for an appointment

ANDY McCLURE DEAN LeGRAS
4340 Redwood Highway  Suite F-230  San Rafael, CA 94903

Telephone  415-479-3484 Fax  415-479-1574
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THE NEW TALK
OF THE TOWN
If you don't take this program, your competitor will.

This little bearded man with sparkling

eyes and Ferrari motor mouth creates a

gigantic radio presence combining the

wisdom of a sage with the voice of a hot

talker to take on the full spectrum of
contemporary conversation - politics,

relationships, lifestyles and pop culture.

Shmuley has dropped into syndicated

talk radio like an unexpected gift out

of the blue and has instantly established

himself as a major player by virtue of

his undeniable talent."

Michael Harrison

Talkers Magazine

Armcersca
RADIO NETWORKS

g on to www.talkamerica.com to hear a demo of "The Shmuley Show"

8-727-8629 fax: 973-438-1637
late Sales - Ed Powers & Bruce Wernick edpowers@talkamericacom Advertising Sales - Regine Carney reginecarney@talkamerica.com



RADIO NEWS®

RBR's April Outlook

1. AdBiz - Reaching America's Minorities -2
2. News/Talk radio.... Personality AC
3. Engineered for Profit ... On Air Digital
Systems - Mature market or new growth?
4. GM Talkback ... What lessons did
you learn during the slow down
Deadline March 20, 2003.
Radio Business Report (703) 719.9500

KOZACKO

MEDIA SERVICES

Dick Kozacko will be available for
meetings at the NAB and may be

contacted at the Las Vegas Hilton.

(702) 735-5111
To set up an appointment prior to

NAB call (607) 733-7138.

email: rkozacko@stny.rr.com
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COMP

Ted Hepburn
Palm Beach, FL

Phone: (561) 863-8995

Cell: (561) 371-1706

Email: tedhep@aol.com

HAMMETT & EDISON, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO AND TELEVISION

Serving the broadcast industry since 1952...

Box 280068  San Francisco  94128

HE
707/996-5200

202/396-5200
engr@h-e.com
www.h-e.com

GLENN SERAFIN
Aladdin Hotel

@ NAB

Cell Phone:
813-494-6875

gserafin@compuserve.com

Letting the Katz out of the bag on formats
Katz Media Group has released its latest number crunch on US radio formats, using Arbitron data.
It looks at average market format AQH shares where available, and compares the results from
Fall 2002 with results for Spring 2002 and Fall 2001. This is an all -market study, not just a

continuous measurement. Year to year, most formats have held relatively steady. Here, a

comparison of results by format for the 12+, 18-34 and 25-54 age groups.

Katz Media Group: Formats by demo, Arbitron Fall 2002 survey
Format 12+ 18-34 25-54

1

70s Oldies 4.5 2.7 6.1
80s 2.7 4.1 3.7
Adult Alternative 3.5 5.4 4.4
AC 6.9 6.9 8.1
AOR 6.1 10.9 7.3
Alternative 4.2 8.3 4.0
Big Band 3.6 0.1 0.7
Black 1.7 1.0 1.5
Business 0.6 0.0 0.1
Children 0.5 0.4 0.4
Christian AC 1.9 2.0 2.2
Classic Hits 4.3 4.4 6.2
Classic Rock 6.2 7.6 8.8
Classical 2.9 0.9 1.6
CHR 8.4 14.2 6.8

I Country 13.1 10.9 13.0
Easy 4.4 0.3 0.8
Full Service 5.3 1.4 3.5
Gold 5.1 1.9 5.5
Gospel 3.2 1.7 3.1
Hispanic 7.4 10.1 8.0
Hot AC 5.5 8.2 6.4
MOR 3.2 0.2 0.7
Modern AC 4.0 6.5 4.5
New AC 3.0 1.3 3.3
News 3.2 1.0 2.5
News/Talk 6.1 2.0 4.6
Religion 1.7 0.8 1.4
Rhythmic AC 4.6 6.9 4.6
Rhythmic CHR 5.2 9.3 3.3
Rhythmic Oldies 3.0 2.5 3.9
Rock AC 3.9 4.2 5.5
Soft AC 5.8 4.2 6.4
Soft Rock 6.9 5.6 7.8_

- Sports 1.8 1.7 2.2
Talk 2.9 2.0 2.8
Urban AC 6.6 6.5 7.3
Urban Contemp 9.6 14.9 8.1

Source: Katz Media Group using Arbitron data

Gammon Media brokers, UC
Cable  Newspaper  Radio  Television

We will be available for
appointments at the Bellagio

Hotel during the NAB

James A. Gammon  301-332-0940
Christopher D. Miller  480-203-3558

Kim A. Carlson  719-337-6600
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iSelector (i s5-lek't5r), n. 1. a fully branded
Internet player for radio stations in the
United States. 2. listeners can customize the
station's format. 3. a way for stations to get
back on the web legally and economically.
Synonym: VALUE ADDED

Your name

Unban

Flavors -

Play -
Skip

Volume
control

Jeteciam
'Log off Ban song

Play song less

Play song more

Your favorite client's ad here

Bandwidth
choices

Personalized
Online Player

Find
Station Info

Ban artist I

Add deep cuts
Help

Play artist more

Play artist less
Playlist

MEM lb. AIM= 11=1.
MOMMINN

11111M 11111111111111i.

=NOM 11=111. -1011.
1=1 IML WIMINE

Sound Software
914-428-4600

www.iselector.com



GM TALKBACK
By Carl Marcucci

We ask General Managers from around the
country to share with us, and you, their views
of the industry. This time we quizzed:

Steve Wexler, Journal Broadcast Group/Omaha, NB

Chip Ehrhardt, Gold Coast Broadcasting/Oxnard-Ventura, CA
Bob Woodward, AAA Entertainment/Hamptons Radio Nassau -
Suffolk, NY

What business categories are hot for sales
so far this year? (i.e. automotive, telecommunications)

Wexler: So far this year, medical and restaurant categories are
showing solid growth. We've also seen growth in building and
home improvement. Automotive started out slowly but has
picked up.

Ehrhardt: We're currently see-
ing some categories showing
some strength. Automotive is
certainly strong right now. With
all the finance programs out
there for consumers, the manu-
facturers and local dealers are
both aggressively marketing.
What's going to happen once
all the zero percent financing
dries up and those vehicles
start to come back in inventory
we'll have to wait and see.
Senior housing is also a cat-
egory that seems to be becom-

ing more and more aggressive. The competition for that cus-
tomer, at least in our market, is becoming much more intense.
I'd have to add the housing and mortgage category in there too.
Home prices in our Metro have continued to climb rapidly.
However, because interest rates are so attractive and the options
lenders are providing consumers allow them to sell their homes,
take the equity, and move -up to more expensive properties and
realize only minor increases in their mortgage payments. On the
flip side of that, because things are so favorable to consumers,
we've actually lost business from the mortgage companies. They
just can't handle the volume of business or have it processed fast
enough once they go on the air.

Chip Ehrhardt

Woodward: Casinos/lotteries, mortgage companies, beer, banks,
event -oriented sponsors, energy -saving systems, insurance compa-
nies, building supply.

We hear that the recovery is still slowly happening-
is that true for you?

Wexler: We try not to expend too much time analyzing whether
the economy is recovering or not. Obviously, these are tough times
and there are lots of questions about how the year will turn out. But
most of those concerns (war in Iraq, e.g.) are out of our control.
6 RBR Observations

instead, we're staying focused on solving problems for o
customers right here in Omaha-whatever those problems mig
he, in good times or had. Yes, business confidence appears to I)
recovering...but we refuse to be victims of circumstance!

Ehrhardt: In a word, yes. We had a tremendous 2002. So good in
fact that we're really having to push to keep pace in 2003. Our local
business is right on track though. It's the national business that's
still a question mark at this point in time. I'd like to think that the
national business will be there once we get closer to the end of th
Q1 and remain solid throughout the rest of the year.

Woodward: Yes-especially at the small retail level and automo-
tive. Creating special sponsorships has helped double previous
years' billing.

What did you learn in 2002
that will make you more successful in 2003?

Steve Wexler

Wexler: We've learned that
our people are capable of tre-
mendous performance when
given the opportunity to do
great work in a supportive,
strategic atmosphere. As an
employee -owned company,
we put special emphasis on
high-level collaboration that
produces results for custom
ers. We "re -learned" a basic
concept: that great ideas, flaw-
lessly executed, that deliver
results for our customers will
win. Every time.

Ehrhardt: I think the single most important thing I learned
in 2002 is "focus". By that I mean-stick to our core business
and leave the Internet as a revenue source alone. We've got
a six station cluster. That by itself is a lot to handle. The sales
staff already has a difficult time attempting to focus on that.
To try and then incorporate a sales effort for the web sites is
far too distracting. I think the internet as a brand -extender or
promotional tool for stations is great. To be able to do email
blasts to listeners and database marketing via the internet is
great too. But to not use our broadcast properties as the
driving force of any marketing campaign or sales staff effort
is nuts. Dare I say "added -value"? Until I see our broadcast
inventory level at a point where I can't squeeze any more
revenue out of it, selling the Internet will not make its way in
to my sales staff hands again. I remember a few years back at
the RAB convention I sat in on a session conducted by Al Ries.
He talked about focus and said, "He who chases two rabbits
catches none." Focus - focus - focus.

Woodward: Paying better attention to demand on inventory and
pricing by quarters. Also special incentives to purchase ROS
packages at better pricing.

www rbr corn March 2003



AMERICAN
URBAN RADIO
NETWORKS

Clear, Concise, and Accurate
News and Information

With a Black Perspective

SIINIEWN

NewsWorld
THIS MORNING

AMERICAN URBAN NEWS

THE WHITE
MOUSE

rrll°9119.
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For more than three decades, the African American community has looked to American Urban Radio Networks
as the news authority on their hometown radio stations Today as America faces a new wave of life -changing challenges.

AURN stands ready to earn their respect again.

American Urban Radio Networks is more than lust a source for news and entertainment, it is a lifeline to national and
international events that impact our lives and the lives of our families and friends.

As the world faces a war in the Middle Fast you can depend on AURN for around -the -clock reports written and pre-
sented from the Black American perspecti \

American Urban Radio Networks delivering the news you need when you need it.
Tu uET THE NEWS, CALL:

Glenn Bryant, Senior Vice President of Operations - 412-456-4038
Anita Parker -Brown, Vice President, Entertainmnit Programming -212-883-2114

Lenore Williams, tanager of Operations - 412-456-4098

FOR ADVERTISING SALES:

New York - 212-883-2100  Chicago - 312-558-9090  Detroit - 313-885-4243
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Measuring minorities:
Do unreliable numbers
mean less buys? Part I
Broadcasters targeting minorities, especially Hispanic radio group
owners, are up in arms over Arbitron's under -measurement of their
listeners-especially as of late over Arbitron's announcement (RBR
e -paper 1/30) that it will be at least three years before it can start
weighting Hispanic listening by language preference. Arbitron says
it can only be achieved by re -engineering its software.

The under -measurement issue first made headlines when the
Summer 2002 ratings came out showing all but two Spanish
language radio stations in LA fell sharply (RBR e -paper 11-8). That
certainly doesn't jibe with the recent official word from the US
Census Bureau that Hispanics are now the largest minority group
in the US-surpassing African -Americans for the first time (RBR e -

paper 1/23). The Census Bureau estimates that, as of 7/01, the
nation's Hispanic population was 37M-nearly 13% of the total
population-compared to 36.1M (12.7%) for Blacks.

As we will report in Part II, measuring African -American audi-
ences is becoming an issue as well with ever -falling response rates.

Arbitron initiated a methodology change in measuring Hispanics
in the Winter 2002 book. Since 1997, there were three questions in
the diary. In Winter 2002, Arbitron switched to one question in the
placement interview. Explains Dr. Ed Cohen, Arbitron VP/Domes-
tic Radio Research: "As we enumerate the household, if it's a
Hispanic household, we now ask for language preference through
one set question. The reason we went to that was we wanted to get
in line with Nielsen's question to be able to use their population

'estimates down the road to do language weighting."
Everyone agrees that Hispanic respondents need to be weighted

by language preference. The first step towards getting the new
system in place is by striking a deal with Nielsen for its database of
universe estimates used in its TV ratings service-there's no other
survey database that includes language preference data. Unfortu-
nately, the census doesn't measure it.

Explains Katz SVP/Director of Strategic Planning/member of the
Arbitron Advisory Council Gerry Boehme: "The first thing Arbitron
needs to do is find out what base you're going to go against. And
that's where all those conversations with Nielsen come into play.
What they're quarreling with is Arbitron's inability to weight for an
additional scheme. And here it happens to be a huge one-because
-language may be much more important than heritage in terms of
Hispanic." Nielsen, by the way, has had a separate Hispanic local

Gerry Boehme

market service for almost a doze
years-the NHSI. It includes languag
preference weighting in 18 DMA
Nielsen's general market service, th
NSI, has six markets that include la
guage weighting.

So, for now, while Arbitron ce
tainly has Spanish-speaking people i
the survey, it can't control that th
sampling proportion is correct fro
one book to the next. For instance, Th
Summer 2002 book in LA came in a
47.3% primary Spanish, which is what
everyone noticed. The Fall 2002 boo
was 51%. The Spring 2002 book was a

53.7%, and the Winter 2002 book was 48%.
"There's really two sides to it," Boehme explains. "The first one

is do they do a good job of getting a representative sample of the
Spanish-speaking audience vs. the bilingual audience? The second
one, and some of the markets from Summer to Fall show it, and they
can't control for it: in any one survey, the sample might fall into one
group vs. another group and then the numbers fluctuate. And from
a sales point of view, that's just as bad because you may argue that
it's underreported. But if you have a huge audience and then a low
audience because of the luck of the draw, it looks like you've lost
a huge ton of audience and the advertiser can't rely on the numbers.
And sometimes that inconsistency is the worst. It establishes a
whole value of mistrust."

In Parts II and III, we get more detail from Arbitron on why the
Summer book dropped so precipitously for primary Hispanic
measurement; why it will take a full three years to develop the new
software and why the company can't just "go back" to its old
methodology in measuring Hispanics until the software is done. We
also look at, as some broadcasters have claimed, if Arbitron
changes the way Hispanic -language stations are rated, those
differing numbers could affect general market ratings negatively.
Finally, we will examine Arbitron's temporary fix option.

Driving dollars to television?
The exact effect is hard to read, but, for example, if you look at some
of the things that have happened, why would the Hispanic stations as
a group have such a horrible Summer report and then suddenly
bounce back in the fall? If you're an advertiser looking at that, what
numbers do you believe? Is it the low number? Is it the higher number?
If you place advertising dollars on those stations, what are they really
delivering? So the inconsistency can be as bad as the underreporting.

The Media Audit
Sets The Pace In The Local Market Qualitative Audience Industry.

 The Media Audit delivered the first local market qualitative report for any market in August 1971.
Three years before anyone else followed suit.

If you are looking for innovative leadership
Call us: 1-800-324-9921
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kRE WE INVISIBLE?

LAST YEAR SOME AGENCIES THOUGHT SO
They bought around the No.1 radio station in 10 major markets.

The truth is we are m an ever with the No.1 or No.2 stations in Los Angeles,
Houston San Die  o Da egas, San Antonio, Mc Allen and El Paso.

steners, it's clear to see that our formats have broad appeal. Don't plan
around HBC, plan with HBC. We are the "general market."

For more information call Jack Hobbs

at: 214.525.7737
So os Integration

-14.117410

'Source. Arbdron Spring 2002, A 12+ Cume
otal week not including Puerto Rico



It's not like the dollars aren't coming in to reach the Hispanic
market. Marketers spent $2.5B on ads to target Hispanic consumers
in 2002, up 11% from the year before. According to Hispanic Business
Magazine, even in 2002's slow economy, Hispanic purchasing
power rose 8.1% to $540B. A recent Wall Streetfournal article reports
a flood of Mexican brands are buying up American media. Corona,
though Global Hue, just bought a large spot radio campaign, say RBR
sources. WSJ says beer brewers like Modelo and Femsa will spend
a combined $40M this year in the US, split between Spanish and
English -language media. Corn flour maker Maseca spent more than
$2M last year advertising on Spanish -language TV. Jumex fruit juice
increased its ad budget for US Hispanic media to $4M last year.

Dave Logan, Interep Hispanic Network Director of Sales &
Marketing, says the radio networks have been getting some of those
dollars because of strong major -market stations: "The depth is
strong for radio in many markets that don't have television
coverage, or at least light television coverage. There are new
Hispanic stations popping up in different markets as well. Many of
which at this point don't have audience levels because they're so
new-they've only been on the air maybe six months."

Kathleen Bohan, Research Di-
rector, HBCSi (Hispanic Broadcasting
Corp.'s sales partnership with Katz
Media) agrees, the new census num-
bers are creating new and larger mar-
kets and the importance of Hispanic
radio is skyrocketing. However, "and
then two books in, they get a book that
tanks them. So if you're a Hispanic
agency and you're trying to do a post
on a Spanish buy and Hispanic radio is
down 20% with your demo, it's like

Kathleen Bohan saying radio is down 20%. And then the
agencies have to go back to their clients

and say, 'well radio doesn't work.' And can drive them to television.
We've been waiting far too long to be told an additional three years.
I haven't really spoken with my clients to see what the official position
is on it, but obviously, it's not what we were looking for."

Unfortunately, more and more potential radio spend may be
heading to television. Fact is, buyers of Hispanic media are telling
us it's becoming harder to pitch Hispanic radio to clients because
of audience fluctuations and the lack of reliable data. OMD's
Director of Hispanic Broadcast Maria Escalante admits tradition-
ally for most clients (general market or even Hispanic market),
television is the first and main stay. However, "As with any target
"audience, Hispanics use other media besides television. The
hardest thing in the Hispanic area is finding the quantifiable sources
to justify and quantify all the other media," she explains. "For
example, print, out of home and radio are harder to sell in
strategically when the data isn't there for accountability. And critical
to this is accountability. I would love to be able to sell more radio,
because I recognize the importance given the migration patterns of
Hispanics moving outside the Top 10 markets, and also under-
standing just the dynamics of the relationship between Hispanics
and radio. But it's getting harder and harder to sell when the
accountability is not there. Especially in times when the recession
is really impacting our whole economy-just as the onus comes on
10 RBR Observations

the general market to quantify and be accountable, we're seeing the
same with the Hispanic marketplace."

She adds, "So yes, I would love to see Arbitron get back on track,
because I was seeing some very good movement in that area in terms
of adding more and more markets to read and being able to quantify.
Until we get a more accountable, reliable system, it's going to be
really hard for me to go to a client and say, 'Let's do radio-because
we know it works.' There's just so much data lacking. And it has to
be more reliable and accountable. And if the sources we're relying
on aren't correct, then I won't get my budgets back."

Mediacom VP/Director of Join
Ventures Maria Cueva buys Hispani
television, and network and spot His
panic radio as well. MediaCom re-
cently (RBR e -paper 2/17) formed
MediaComLatino with Wing Latino
Group-a joint venture that provides
specialized, expert Hispanic media
buying services. For radio, Cueva buys
from HBC, Radio Unica and SBS. She
says the issue of last Summer's book
reverberated throughout the industry:
"It's a big problem for us because you
need numbers that you can trust, that

are stable and make sense. It was such a shock-we were doing so
well. It was growing and suddenly, it's like what happened? Is there
something wrong with this book?"

Cueva also says it's left some clients scratching their heads. "Abso-
lutely. It's like, 'What happened? What happened to that audience?' The
audience could not just disappear in a matter of one book."

What's she telling them? "Unfortunately that's Arbitron's fault,
and they have to fix it. It's going to take them a while. It's very
disappointing. I hope they can find a way to speed it up, because
it has to be accurate."

Nancy Wistrick-Nguyen, Tapestry's Media Research Director, is
concerned about what the three year delay could do to her agency's
clients as well. "It's an ongoing thing. We've definitely seen an effect
on the stations. We've had to approach our buying in a certain way
to address a lot of the variants in ratings. And if those stations aren't
being measured properly, then they're certainly losing dollars. So there
are still going to be serious issues for the next three years. And with
all the news about the census and increasing Hispanic population, it
doesn't give marketers a chance to execute plans that are targeting this
audience if the services aren't there to be measured properly."

Indeed, the end result is Hispanic broadcasters are losing money
as the ratings issue drags out. Radio Unica CEO Joaquin Blaya tells
RBR it's estimated at $100M/year and it's been ongoing for five
years. Three more years isn't going to help much. Radio Unica EVP/
CFO Steve Dawson did some number -crunching using an esti-
mated 5% figure for annual growth over the next three years. He
says Arbitron's under -measurement of Spanish -language radio is
literally costing the industry a fortune: "Consider the following: As
a result of Arbitron's listener undercount of 20%, Spanish -language
broadcasters lost an estimated $120M in revenues, in 2002. Assum-
ing a revenue growth of only 5%, the loss over the next three years
will be $400M more. By the time Arbitron fixes the problem in 2006,
that loss will have amounted to a total of $1B over 10 years!"

Maria Cueva
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ONE ON ONE
By Carl Marcucci

Daryl Evans,VP/Advertising and
Marketing Communications,
Cingular Wireless

Daryl Evans

Daryl made a presentation at the
RAB Board Meeting last year in
Atlanta. His use of radio in mar-
keting the company's plans and
products was compelling. So
much so, RBR recently inter-
viewed him. Cingular is cur-
rently number two behind
Verizon for subscribers. In 2001,
the company had 19M subscrib-
ers and $14B in sales. For the
first nine months of 2002, sales
were $11.1B, pacing 5.7% ahead
of 2001. Cingular is owned by a
combination of SBC (N:SBC) and
BellSouth (N:BLS). Eleven wire-
less companies were combined

to comprise the current giant. Here, Daryl tells us how radio is a
large part of his marketing strategy.

Tell us why you like radio.
We like radio for several reasons. One, it's a great awareness vehicle.
We can get a lot of points of awareness and GRPs in the market quickly
through radio. The wireless business is essentially a retail business. We
have roughly 14K locations in the US where you can buy a plan and
a cellphone from us. 900 of those are company stores. Another 5K are

exclusive agents that look like Cingular stores. And the rest are agents
that sell a multitude of bran& So with all of that kind of distribution,
the name of the game is traffic. We are inherently a retail business. So,
radio is a wonderful medium for people that are in the retail business,
in terms of a traffic generator and an awareness generator.

The second reason we like radio a lot is, even though we've
pulled together a ton over the last 23 months, we still have regional
and market by market differences we have to account for. In some
markets we're on the GSM platform and in other markets we're on
the TDMA platform. We're gradually transferring the entire com-
pany to GSM. But that affects the phones we offer and some of the
pricing on the plans that we offer. So radio allows us great flexibility
and quick flexibility in terms of local customization and being able
to market specific plans to specific locations.

What do you estimate your spending is
on spot versus network?
In terms of radio, we probably spend 80% plus on spot radio and relatively
less on network radio. Spot gives us market by market flexibility and it
allows us to get flexibility with speed. We can change things very quickly.

At the RAB, you mentioned a "wish list" for radio.
Tell us about it.
One of the things I asked for on the wish list was more accountability.
When we compare radio to other media-TV is the greatest
example-we feel like we can measure it much more accurately and
12 RBR Observations

we know what we got more accurately. We know what the ratings
are. We know how people use the television medium and the
magazine medium. We have more information in those mediums
than we do in radio. So we would urge the industry to come up with
metrics that allow us to measure its accountability, to have a sense
of exactly what we are getting when we invest our dollars behind it.

The other thing on the wish list is to compare yourselves to other
media. I would give this complaint to television and to print and
others as well. They're always coming in and comparing themselves
to their competitors in that particular medium. But the decision
framework that we use here in the company is, well are we going
to put this money into radio or are we going to put it into television,
or should we put it into the Internet, or should we put it into print?

Battling churn: tell us how radio can help.
It's amazing. I joined the industry about a year and a half ago an
one on the biggest surprises to me was how high the churn is in
this industry. It's about 30% a year. Which means, obviously, you're
losing about 1/3 of your customers every year. That's an industry-
wide standard. In an era when the growth from new users that have
never had a cell phone before has begun to slow down because
penetration is pretty high, the game changes to where it's more
valuable to keep customers than it is to go get a new one. That's
almost universal except in this industry for the first 10 or 15 years,
it was actually cheaper to get a new customer than to hold onto one.
Those economics have changed completely. So part of the role of
our advertising, radio included, is to talk to our existing customers
and to reinforce and remind them why they made the choice in the
first place and to reinforce that they made a good decision. And to
constantly offer them added -valued things.

How did radio help you with grass roots efforts?
Radio was a huge factor in terms of the quick ramp -up of awareness. We're
basically equal to our competitors now in total awareness and brand
salience. We did that in less than eight weeks. Radio was key to that. I mean
if you want to build awareness quickly, you've almost got to have radio.
I'd say on average we have 150 GRPs a week running at any given time.

What's in store for the future?
We're going to continue using radio. We're going to continue using
newspaper. We're going to continue using television. On the radio front,
we have begun to purchase some DJ chatter, which is different than the
normal 30 -second spots that we've been buying. At least initially, we're really
happy with the response we're getting on that, particularly internally.

Have most of the radio groups qffered this?
How was that driven to you?
There are agencies that purchase that. Some are national personalities,
but most are local personalities. Mainly the drive time DJs. The idea came
to us. When we buy radio, we have a group within BBDO called Spin
[Omnicom's BBDO does the creative, OMD does die buying] that works
with the individual radio stations to merchandise those buys-live
remotes and contests and that type of thing. The field force out there told
us many times that the merchandising activities, the talk on the radio,
the live remotes, the contests, showing up at festivals and in our stores
makes us as valuable as the 60 -second commercial themselves. So that's
when we began investigating some of the DJ endorsements.
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FEATURE

NABOB continues to fi
In advance of the annual conference and awards dinner in
Washington, DC by the National Association of Black Owned
Broadcasters (NABOB), RBR Associate Publisher Ken Lee spoke
with NABOB Executive DirectorJim Winston. First off, we asked for
an update on NABOB's mission and overall purpose.

NABOB was founded in
1976 to address the very abys-
mal representation of African -

Americans in the ownership
and control of broadcast radio
and television stations. At that
time, there were only 30 Afri-
can -Americans who owned
radio stations across the coun-
try and no African -American
television owners. So, in the
intervening years, we have

worked to increase those numbers by pressing for government
policies that would promote minority ownership of broadcast facili-
ties. Our second objective has been to improve the business climate
in which broadcast station owners operate. Because historically
advertisers have mistakenly assumed that the African -American com-
munity was not a target market that should be sought after. And we
have been working very hard over the years to educate advertisers to
the benefits of advertising to an African -American audience.

Let's go to this day and this climate. We have a lot of hearings that
are now happening on Capital Hill. Sen.JohnMcCainjust recently
had one about Clear Channel on the radio side. One of the things
that have been announced recently, which some of the press are
Characterizing as a minority tax credit bill that Sen. McCain is
trying to shepherd through. What are your thoughts on that and
what is the structure of the bill?

The bill is really a small business bill. What it's designed to do
is to allow a small business, when approaching the seller of a
broadcast property, to propose a tax-free transaction-which is
what large companies routinely do by offering stock swaps and
mergers. The idea is to level the playing field by allowing small
businesses to offer a tax deferral as well. Which of course is fine,
except that the bill has been mischaracterized as a minority tax
credit bill. Over the years NABOB, since 1995-when Congress
eliminated the minority tax certificate policy at the FCC and they
eliminated the provision of the tax code that allowed that policy-
NABOB has been seeking to have the tax certificate reinstated. We
are very pleased that Sen. McCain has proposed this small business
bill, but it is not the minority tax certificate bill that NABOB had
been seeking.

From what you're saying, it sounds like anybody with a small
business could get that. It doesn't really help black owned broadcasters.

Well, it's an interesting dynamic. If you look at the statistics, 99%
of minority businesses are small businesses. The problem is that of
all the small businesses in America only 1% are minority owned. So,
99% of the persons who will qualify for relief under Mr. McCain's
bill will not be minorities. So, it's a problem that's not adequately
addressed by his bill. NABOB would still like to see some special

Jim Winston & Ken Lee
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t for minority ownership
provisions in the bill to aid minority broadcasters specifically.

Does NABOB have a position on further radio consolidation, and
separately on television consolidation?

Yes, NABOB is certainly very concerned about the effects we've
already experienced from radio consolidation. It's interesting to
note I think these two things need to be put together. I'm glad yo
asked this question right behind a tax deferral bill. The first thing
that's required for the tax referral bill to be of any value to anyon
is stations to buy. When you look at the large broadcast companie
that are lining up saying they support Sen. McCain, I think it'
wonderful. But if you look at those companies, they are buyers
They don't sell stations. So if they are not selling stations, what's le
for us to buy? There's a real problem in our industry that, certainl
in the major markets, the companies that own the bulk of thos
stations are not selling those stations. So, we're not in a position to
be buying stations primarily in the markets where African-Ameri-
cans are the most prominent minority. So, consolidation in radio
has been a real problem for us. It will be an ongoing problem for
us. When you look at what the Commission is doing with its
television rules, one of its rules is the radio -television multiple
ownership rule-which is a problem because if you allow in-
creased television ownership in markets where companies already
own significant radio properties, that combined market power will
make it more difficult for minorities to compete. So, that's a rule that
concerns us. If you look across the industry, many of the companies
that are looking to increase their ownership in television are the
companies that have the bulk of the radio industry. So, increase
across the board in television would be bad news for the radio
industry as well as the minorities in that industry.

One of the things that have been talked about is the diversity of
voices in the industry. Are you getting any feedback from your
members as to their concern about not being able to get their
community voices out?

What you see in the radio industry right now is more and more
stations moving away from news. The FCC, of course, several years
ago eliminated the requirement for stations to carry news. So, many
stations have gone much more music intensive. Certainly if you are
targeting a younger demographic, younger demographic groups
tend to not see news as a priority. As a result, there is an awful lot
of information that never gets out to certain constituents who are
listening to radio. Allowing the news to be broadcast by one or two
stations in a market disserves our American populace, not just
minority audiences.

Tying back into Sen. McCain's hearings, one of the gentlemen
who spoke was Robert Short. He was or is a black station owner?
He was a member of the NABOB board of directors. He only had
one station and when he sold that he was no longer eligible to be
a member of the board. We, of course, were sad to see him go.
He was a very active member when he was on the NABOB board
of directors.

With all of these things that are going on, if you have an ability
to buy stations, and there are stations to buy, are there still issues
revolved around getting capital? Has that improved since last fall's
session you had here in DC?
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#1 Black Adult 18-49
RADAR Network

Reaches 15 million
total listeners
per week

Provides coverage for 92%
of the African -American
population

Source: RADAR 75, December 2002, Audience to All Commercials, Monday -Sunday Gam-12am.
Arbitron Nationwide, Spring 2002, DMA, AN Persons, Monday -Sunday 6am-12am.

THE #1 URBAN RADIO NETWORK
Take Advantage of the Power of Urban Programming!

For More Information Call
(312)899-4181
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To Showcase
Urban Radio's
Impact on the
$646 Billion
African -
American
Marketplace

Multi -cultural Marketing Experts,
Nation's Top Marketers,
Urban Media Leaders
Converge to Raise Awareness -
and Raise Ad Revenue -
for Urban Radio.

Panel - The Power of Urban Radio -A CEO/COO Perspective -
Sherman Kizart, Interep; Ralph Guild, lnterep; Steve Hegwood, On Top
Communications; Mary Catherine Sneed, Radio One; George Pine, ABC Radio
Sales; Kay Olin, Interep; Charles Warfield, ICBC Broadcast Holdings, Inc.,
Jeff Smulyan, Emmis Communications; Lew Dickey, Jr, Cumulus Media

Panel - Achieving Successful Market Segmentation with Urban
Radio's Format Appeal - Walt Love, Excelsior Radio Networks, Moderator;
Tony Brown, WVEE, Connie Flint, WPZE, Jerry "Smokin B," WHTA

Former Mayor of Atlanta,
Bill Campbell



0/note Speaker, Bill Lamar,
'ef Marketing Officer,
ADonald's Corporation

Extreme Listener Loyalty. Music and a Message.

Community Involvement. Increasingly Upscale Audience.

Lifestyle Connection. Rising Audience Shares.
Format Diversity. Cultural Relevance.
Audience Buying Power of $646 Billion, and Growing...

URBAN RADIO.
We get it.

nel - The Value of the African -American Market: A Marketer's
prspective - Hussein Warmack, Coca-Cola Classic; Gwen Kelly,
lerica Family Insurance; Tanya M. Diggs, Gateway; Leisa Byars,
rd Motor Company; Spencer Gillette, Blimpies

it

mel - Blending Strategy with Creativity: An Ad Agency Perspective -
oderator, Al Anderson, Anderson Communications, Robert Saltzman,

Ventures, Deborah Gray Young, E. Morris Communications, Howard
)bertson, Trust Marketing; Kendra Hatcher; Starcom Advertising; Ella
-itton, Burrell Communications

'anel - Urban Radio: The Medium to Reach African-
mericans - Ken Smikle, Target Market News,
loderator; Clyde Allen, Allen & Partners; Julian Davis,
rbitron; Hugh Brown, The Media Audit

you are an advertiser or media professional and would
<e more information on our Consumer Lifestyle Networks,
r other services, please contact Debbie Durben,
t 212-896-8475, or debbie_durben@interep.com. Watch the
tebcast at www.powerofurbanradio.com.

In fact, we've gotten it for over 30 years, as the
country's first full -service radio representation
firm to market Urban Radio stations.

In 2003, the multi -cultural marketing landscape
is quite different. We're still here...

 Thought -leaders in Urban and Hispanic
marketing, with events such as The Power
of Urban Radio, The Power of Hispanic
Radio, and internal diversity initiatives to
better serve our changing customer base.

 Market innovators with media planning
services including The African -American
Consumer Lifestyle Network, and The U.S.
Hispanic Consumer Lifestyle Network.
These customized media and promotional
networks include exactly those Urban or
Hispanic radio stations whose listeners are
most likely to buy an advertiser's products
or services.

As always, we serve our multi -cultural radio
station clients best by exceeding the goals
of our joint customers - advertisers and their
agencies.

iWIV7EREP
SEWN6 TODAK INNOVATING FOR TOMORROW

www.lnterep.com
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Consolidation makes access to capital much more difficult a
problem. The financial resources today are much more reluctant
to finance stand alone stations purchase, particularly if you are
going into a consolidated market. If Clear Channel has eight
stations and Citadel has eight stations and you want to come in
and buy a stand-alone station, many investors just won't touch
that. They don't believe you can compete. Quite frankly, in most
cases you can't compete with a stand-alone station. It was very
interesting at the hearing in the Senate they like to point to the
stand-alone station in Philadelphia that has been successful for
many years. But, it was successful long before consolidation. That
doesn't address the issue of new entrance at all. New entrants,
who have not had the opportunity to establish themselves in a
market, are not going to get the opportunity to come into a market
that was already consolidated.

Coining lip On March 27th, NABOB is having its 19th Annual
Awards Dinner in DC. You're not short on great talent and high
profile people in the African American community. I just wanted
to give you an opportunity' to talk about who is going to be at this
year's event.

As you pointed out, this is our 19'h Communications Awards
Dinner. The theme is always the same. What we try to do is to
honor persons who have made an outstanding contribution to
the African American community in entertainment, in music, in
film, and in public service. We have a variety of awards that we
give out to persons who meet those criteria. This year we will
be giving an award to Muhammad Ali, a Lifetime Achievement
Award. We will be giving an award to Benny Carter, who is
a saxophonist who is 95 years old and has a career of
outstanding achievement in the music industry. We will he
giving an award to Alexis Herman, former Secretary of Labor
in the Clinton Administration. She will be receiving the Mickey
Leland public service award for her outstanding contributions
in public service in the Clinton Administration, in private life,
and even earlier in the Jimmy Carter Administration. She's been
a friend of NABOB for a long time. We'll be giving an award
to LL Cool J as entertainer of the year in film and music. We'll
be giving an entertainer of the year award to Audra McDonald
for her success on Broadway. We'll be giving a Oscar ma Show
Essence and Film award to Antoine Fuqua who was the
director of Training Day. A movie for which Densel Washing-
ton won an Academy Award. We'll be giving a Lifetime
Achievement award to Diana Ross for her many years of
success with The Supremes and as a solo artist as well. So, we
think we're going to have another outstanding event.

Any closing thoughts?
My closing thought is, if you look at the broadcast industry

today, it's very difficult to get the policy makers in Washing-
ton to focus in on the critical issue in broadcasting-which is
that it is the means by which our First Amendment rights as
Americans are protected. It's not simply business as usual. It's
not selling widgets. It's not a business which has only
business as its purpose for the American consumers. If we
don't make sure that our policies promote diverse voices from
across the spectrum-from minorities, from women-then we
are going to loose the benefiting value of the spectrum-
which is the public airwaves.

NABOB Award Winners

Diana Ross - Lifetime Achievement award

Muhammad Ali - Lifetime Achievement award

11 Cool J - Entertainer of the Year award
in film and music
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ENGINEERED FOR PROFIT
By Carl Marcucci

NAB2003:
A quick guide to new
products, technologies
NAB2003 promises to live up to this year's tagline: "The World's
Largest Electronic Media Show." On display will be everything
from the latest in Internet streaming technology to HD Radio
equipment to satellite gear. Here, we provide a Pre -NAB glimpse
of what you can expect to peruse.

AudioVAULT is HD Radio -ready

Broadcast Electronics announced it will be showing the more
digital friendly and HD Radio -ready AudioVAULT digital audio
system at NAB2003. The AudioVAULT system for the studio and
VAULTXPRESS for the field will have new support tools for HD
Radio data and MP3 audio, plus demonstrate a new automation
capability for controlling digital consoles.

The important new Main Program Service Data Specification
(MPS) has been added to BE's digital audio systems so broad-
casters can synchronize the transmission and reception of HD
Radio data displayed on new digital radios. The MPS specifica-
tion is a data interface standard jointly developed by iBiquity
Digital and industry partners to identify how data elements such
as song title and artist are to be structured, transmitted and
played back on HD Radio receivers.

Also new to the AudioVAULT line is a MIDI feature for
automating the faders of digital boards. This addition to the system
will allow broadcasters to take advantage of new feature -packed
digital boards with MIDI interfaces by giving them the means to
control faders from the automation system-or control the
AudioVAULT from the board. Slave/master control of the console
or the AudioVAULT can be preset according to different dayparts,
venues or for any work environment requiring close integration of
the digital board and digital audio system. Booth #N2604.

816R Series FM Transmitter

Continental Electronics'
theme: "Turning Great Ideas
into Exceptional Innovations"

While Continental Electronics
plans to show off its line of digital
and analog transmitter systems at
the show, Broadcast Marketing
Manager Bret Brewer tells RBR
the company is looking at a new
theme this year: "Our whole pur-
pose at the show is going to be
gathering information from engi-
neers and customers to design the
entire new product line. So rather

than coming out there and showing, 'Here's what we think we want
to introduce, and here's some vaporware that's cool,' it's a clean -wiped
slate. You design the products you want to see at the next show."
20 RBR Observations

Continental's 816R Series FM Transmitter is the device the
company may modify for HD Radio digital operation. There are
approximately 2,000 of these installed around the world. They are
rated from 111:W to c -)-1:W. Booth ::2403.

Comrex to introduce GSM wireless module

Matrix Wireless Module

Comrex will introduce its long-
awaited Matrix Wireless Mod-
ule, which allows broadcasters
to transmit high -quality remote
audio over a wireless network,
without needing to pay for a
telephone line or a separate wire-
less phone. The module incor-
porates a GSM wireless phone
and firmware into a compact

housing, compatible with all portable Matrix units. The module
adds an external antenna and increased power over standard
handheld phones. With the optional battery pack, the Matrix can
broadcast in the field for up to seven hours. The updated firmware
provides up to 7 kHz response.

The Wireless Module joins a line of other accessories for the
Matrix. The ISDN Module converts the Matrix into an ISDN codec,
while the TelCell Module transforms the unit into a hybrid on
telephone lines and most cell phones. Booth #N2526.

Marti to show new line of STL/RPU receivers

Broadcast Electronics' Marti Electronics will show a new line of RPU and
STL receivers at NAB2003, as well as a new receiver to complement its
STL-20C transmitters for long-range studio -to -transmitter links.

Last year, Marti Electronics introduced the STL-20C composite
STL transmitter at double the output power for long distance links.
Its new SR -20C composite STL receiver picks up the transmissions
from the STL-20C, which has a 20 Watt output in the 935-965 MHz
band. The added power helps on difficult paths.

"We've improved upon the interface and the tuning is easier, but
the most noticeable improvement is in the quality of the STL," said
Jim Godfrey, the president of Marti Electronics. The new 950MHz
frequency -synthesized receiver will complement the frequency-

synthesized STL-20C transmitter, whose synthesizer has a flat
frequency response up to 20kHz, with less than 0.2% distortion.
A new SR -20M single -channel receiver for 950MHz STLs will also
be showing, as will two new frequency -synthesized RPU receivers:
The new SR -40A frequency agile, synthesized RPU receiver for 140-
180MHz, 200-260MHz, 280-340MHz, 450-470MHz and 890-960MHz
RPU systems, replacing Marti's SR -10 RPU receiver.

The new SR -30 two -channel, synthesized RPU receiver replacing
Marti's CR-10 and AR -10 receivers for 140-180MHz, 200-260MHz,
280-340MHz, 450-470MHz and 890-960MHz. BE booth #N2604.

BE to show full line of HD Radio transmitters

Broadcast Electronics will introduce the industry's broadest line of HD
Radio transmission products at NAB2003. BE's new FMi transmitter
series offers 17 watts digital -only to 28,000 watts of combined digital
and analog power. The new FMi series can also be used to convert FM
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Stepping
Vlany have realized the benefits of

going HD Radio with BE, as orders

or new equipment and system designs

lave poured in since last year. Entercom,

:lear Channel, Greater Media, Crawford

3roadcasting, Beasley Broadcast Group,

VVJLD-AM (first non -experimental AM

station to broadcast HD Radio), and many

more have chosen BE to help them
prepare for the future -the HD Radio future.

Up tar.
'This is the future of AM radio, so
this is definitely money
well spent."
- Gary Richardson, Owner and

Chief Engineer
WJLD-AM - First non -experimental

AM station to broadcast HD Radio

'We're excited about the impact
of HD on the future of Radio. BE's
solutions have the flexibility to
make our implementations easy
and cost-effective."
- Bob Demuth, Vice President

and Chief Technology Officer
Beasley Broadcast Group, Inc.

Broadcast Electronics was there at the

beginning, the birth of HD Radio.
And now we're leading the pack in
implementation 'and design of real
HD Radio systems for the real world

of broadcasting.

Take your first step towards

tomorrow's new radio format by
calling BE at 888-232-3268 or visit
us on line at www.bdcast.com.

888-232-3268
www.bdcast.corn

HD Radio is the Format of the Future. And the Future has Arrived.

©2003. HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity. The BE emblem is a registered trademark of Broadcast Electronics. Inc.
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stations to Ill) Radio now or function as the main transmitter for
existing FM analog service until the time comes to add HD Radio.

With BE's FXi 60/250W digital exciter and second-generation
HD Radio signal generator card, an FMi transmitter can be used for
high-level combining of the analog and digital signals in a common
antenna, and can be used in separate !ID Radio antenna installa-
tions. Booth = \ 2604.

BE expands single -tube transmitter line

Broadcast Electronics will expand its line of high-power, single -
tube FM transmitters with the introduction of the new 25kW FM -
25T at NAB2003.

The FM -25T is the latest addition in BE's popular line of single -

tube FM transmitters. At 25kW output power, the new transmitter
completes the line, previously available in 5kW, 10kW, 20kW, 30kW,
and 35kW models. The FM -25T can be used as a single 25kW
transmitter or can be combined for up to 50kW output power.
"The FM -25T meets the needs of our customers wanting between
21 and 26kW, as well as those wanting combined transmitters with
outputs between 40 and 50kW," said Tim Bealor, VP/RF Systems.
FM -25T features:
 The folded half -wave cavity which eliminates the need for a plate
blocking capacitor and sliding contacts
 Remote Transmitter Diagnostic System for complete remote
monitoring and logging of all trans-
mitter operations

Proportional VSWR foldback
for continuous operation into loads
up to 3 to 1 VSWR
 500 watt solid state IPA manufac-
tured by Broadcast Electronics that
can be used as a standby transmit-
ter.
 Uses the field proven and long
life 4CX200000A tube Filament
regulation included in each unit.
Booth z --N2604.

4 4 .4

25kW FM -25T

Scott Studios showing SS -32 upgrades

Scott Studios will show added features to its SS -32 digital audio
system, including "Stretch and Squeeze," which allows the user to
speed up music with no pitch change. Users can produce a spot and
adjust it plus or minus 20% to :30 and :60 second lengths without
voice changes. Also added are new skins, automatic time calcula-
tions to the top of hour/network shows, cue -in recordings and
pause controls. Squeeze and Stretch can be applied to pre-existing
spots and music without re -dubbing. Booth #SU5471,N2701

SAS and Ward -Beck to debut console

-ierra Automated Systems (SAS) and Ward -Beck Systems will debut
a joint product venture in a new audio console, based on Ward -
Beck's R2K series. This console will be marketed in the US
exclusively through SAS and its dealer network. It will also offer
fully integrated control of SAS routers. SAS will also have access to
the Ward, -Beck product line. Booth #N1813 (SAS); C722 (Ward -Beck)

Neutrik to show Speakon STX series

Neutrik will display the Speakon STX series connector, a new 4 -pole
unit with metal housings designed for harsh environments. De-
signed for superior electrical performance, the new unit offers a
sealing gasket to help keep moisture out for weatherproof applica-
tions. Four new part numbers will include both male and female
cable ends and male and female posidrive terminated receptacles.

The new STX series connector delivers electrical performance
up to 50 Amps (40 Amps rms continuous current and 50 Amps audio
signal, with a duty cycle of 50%). The one-piece chuck design
provides the attachment of 6 to 14 mm (0.24" - 0.55") outer
diameter cable and employs the "quick lock" system with latch.
The cable connector is easy to assemble with only three pieces. The
temperature range was tested at -30°C to +80°C, with a flammability
of UL94HB. The weatherproof gasket meets IP 54 protection class
standards and mates with all the currently available 4 -pole Speakon
products. Booth #C2560.

Studio Network Solutions to feature "SANmp"

Studio Network Solutions will feature "SANmp," its newest
software application that allows workstations with different
operating systems to concurrently access information from a
Storage Area Network. With SANmp, users now have the
freedom to upgrade to the latest OS or to add Windows
workstations to their Mac environment. SANmp doesn't require
a server or ethernet connection and has the ability to configure,
manage, share and access SAN resources, create RAID sets and
set access privileges at the user level. Integration of Mac OS
and Windows workstations can be achieved, regardless of
whether the systems are running Nuendo, Sonic HD, Final Cut
Pro, Pyramix, Avid, Pro Tools or virtually any other software.
Booth #SL2636.

Orban/CRL to show Optimod-PC 1100

Orban/CRL will unveil the Optimod-PC 1100, an audio proces-
sor designed to run on Windows 2000 and XT. Version 1.0 of
the control software and driver can control Optimod-PC cards
on a local computer or anywhere on a network. Orban is taking
the Optimod 6200 processing into the PC, to offer a lower cost
option than the regular 6200 or 6200S processors. The PC
1100's processing is optimized for Internet streaming and
digital radio. Booth =N1845

"DTV Drafthouse: Technology On Tap!" set for NAB2003

The Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC), the Con-
sumer Electronics Association (CEA) and the NAB are partnering
once again to showcase digital television (DTV) products and
technology in the "DTV Drafthouse: Technology On Tap!" at the
upcoming NAB2003. Amidst a bar setting no,DTV enthusiast
ould resist, a multitude of manufacturers will display the latest

integrated televisions, monitors utilizing various display tech-
nologies, receivers/set-top boxes, PC solutions, antennas and
more in the DTV Drafthouse, which will be located in he Las
Vegas Convention Center's Central Grand Lobby.
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News/Talk
By Dave Seyler

Liberarlialk network
in the offing
Rush Limbaugh is credited by many with almost single-
handedly returning viability to the once -dominant AM band.
Building on solid radio roots (which included two stints with
RBR Publisher Jim Carnegie), he put away the recordings and
concentrated on the Talk-and the rest is history.

There is no mistaking Rush's brand of talk. It's entertaining, but
it's also political, and it's conservative. And it's successful.

It's been so successful, that it has built an entire conservative
Talk cottage industry-other practitioners on the airwaves include
Michael Savage, Sean Hannity, 011ie North, G. Gordon Liddy,
Laura Schlesinger, Laura Ingraham, Bill O'Reilly...the list goes
on. All have a national presence.

Representing the liberal viewpoint on a national level at Talk
stations are...

A few weeks ago, the answer would have been nobody, really.
Not in the same overt, political way, at least. Since then, self-

professed liberal Alan Colmes has gone back to radio, syndicated
by Fox, where he is in residence as the left -leaning counterweight
to right -leaning Sean Hannity on Fox News Channel's nightly.
Hannity and Colmes show.

Colmes has an impressive radio pedigree-most recently, he
was the last voice heard on New York radio institution WEVD-AM
before it was de -institutionalized by ABC when it installed its ESPN
programming there.

The Colmes offering, which is claiming about ten affiliates at
this point, is not a pure commentary program like Limbaugh's.
Airing 10 PM -1 AM weeknights, it is a news -driven program,
which will also include interviews and listener calls.

There are other liberal Talk show hosts here and there through-
out the United States, but none have a national platform to rival the
conservative radio network lineups.

Failed liberal attempts

That there are no liberal Talkers with a national pedigree is not
for want of trying. Famous failed liberal hosts which have been
noted repeatedly of late include former New York Governor
Mario Cuomo and former Texas Agriculture Commissioner
Jim Hightower.

Cuomo, it is generally agreed, may be a great convention hall
speechmaker, but his style was ill-suited to radio.

Hightower, on the other hand, who was dumped years ago by
ABC Radio, perhaps was just not a good fit with the rest of what ABC
had to offer. By his own admission, he often talked his way into
trouble with advertisers-no matter what your politics, it's gotta
pay to play-and once Disney took over ABC, a move he criticized
on air, his fate seemed set.

For the record, he does not consider his radio career to be a
failure. In a 2/20 letter to the New York Times, he said, "this is the
second time in recent weeks that you have referred to the 'failure'
of my radio career, which is now into its 11th year and going
24 RBR Observations

strong...My daily commentaries are broadcast on mow than 00
stations across the country and abroad..."

However, the commentaries last all of two minutes. Two
minutes a day of Hightower does not balance three hours of Rush,
to say nothing of the hours of airtime logged by all of Rush's
ideological stablemai, .

Entering from stage left: AnShell Media

A new network is being put together which will attempt to
balance the viewpoints being offered on the radio. Chicago -

based venture capitalists Anita and Sheldon Drobny-
major contributors to the Democratic party-are behind this
proposed network, which is kicking off with $10M in seed
money. The Drobny's have their sights on an eventual
warchest of $200M. The company is named AnShell Media
after its chief benefactors.

Putting it all together is radio veteran Jon Sinton, who is
chief executive of AnShell. His resume includes a stint working
on the ill-fated Hightower show.

Sinton was quick to point out that he is building a radio
business. He told RBR, "This venture has no party affiliation.
This is an effort that has been brought forth by the tremendous
success of the right. If you didn't have the great success of Sean
Hannity, Rush Limbaugh and Bill O'Reilly-who have weighted
the see -saw in that direction-you wouldn't have this incredible
business opportunity on the left."

For the record-Bill Clinton is not involved. We know because
we asked.

It'll never work
The announcement of AnShell's plans has attracted widespread
attention from all sides, and even from both sides of the Atlantic
Ocean. The Guardian out of London wrote a positive article
about AnShell. Sinton noted, "There is great interest globally in
restoring a balanced argument. The din from the right is over-
whelming to all, apparently."

At the National Association of Broadcasters' State Leadership
Conference 2/24, no less than conservative Senator Orrin Hatch
(R -UT) told those assembled there, "Now that there's going to be
a balance from the liberal side, it's going to be wonderful, isn't it?"
Nobody had to ask him what he was referring to.

While much of the reaction has been positive, conservatives
have widely predicted AnShell's demise. There are a number
of reasons.

One is that the conservative movement on radio grew
organically, whereas AnShell is trying to give birth to the same
thing overnight.

Another is that liberals are prone to rail against the ills of the
world, which just isn't very entertaining.

Yet another is that the natural audience for radio Talk is older
men, which just happens to be have the highest concentration of
conservatives of any US population demo group.

There are many others: liberals listen to music; liberals listen to
NPR; the media in general is liberal, so liberals don't need any extra
liberalism on the radio. This is another list that goes on and on...
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News/Talk

Avoiding the mistakes of the past

"It seems ridiculous to me thatanyone could predict our end
without having the benefit of hearing the product," says
Sinton. "I'm willing to let the audience decide for themselves,
a trait I find sorely lacking in most of the right wingers I've
been assailed by [lately]."

Although Sinton is not working on a 24/7 network at this point,
that's not too far off the mark. He's shooting for a 16 -hour daily lineup,
from which affiliates would have the
option to cherry -pick shows.

Entertainment is the key to
Sinton's plan-and the possibility of
attracting experienced, left -leaning
entertainers from both coasts may
offer an source of talent untapped
by the conservatives.

Sinton is playing his programming
cards close to his vest at this point. So far,
it's been widely reported that Saturday
Night Live alumni Al Franken has been
approached about taking a turn at the
mic. He would be a natural pick-
besides being well-known, he's the au-
thor of "Rush Limbaugh is a Big Fat
Idiot." So far, he's not committed to
anything, but he's thinking about it.
According to Sinton, "I'm still not pre-
pared to announce a lineup, but I will
say that Al was deeply moved by the
outpouring of positive response we have
received since the Times article broke..."

Having a full slate of liberal talent
is from the basic book of radio
formatic theory. Al Franken can work
opposite Rush Limbaugh on a differ-
ent station as an alternative. He would
not work very well coming after
Rush on the same station. Rush's fans would hate him, and they
would tune elsewhere. "I think one has to respect the listeners'
expectations," Sinton told RBR. "Rock stations don't play Hip
Hop. Formatic purity is an inviolable rule in radio today. That
said, quality is the single biggest key to success."

A while back an RBR editor proposed Democratic pol James
Carville as a possible great liberal hope, so we asked Sinton if he
was being considered. "There is a place for Carville, but not in the
form anyone's yet imagined. I think the establishment will be quite
surprised by the format we envision

Taking care of business

A liberal Talk radio network has one built-in advantage-to be a
success it needs to clear in large markets. This also happens to be
precisely where the liberals tend to live. However, Sinton does not
see this as a edge at all, if he's not putting on the kind of
programming that pulls in listeners and advertisers.

"Syndication needs major market clearance to thrive finan-
cially," he said. "Perhaps the lean of those markets in our direction
26 RBR Observations

AnShell's Chief Exec. Jon Sinton

will help, but the biggest factor for affiliate stations will be revenue
opportunity, not political ideology."

Finally, AnShell needs stations, and in that regard it is leaving its
options open. Sinton believes there are a lot of stations that would
like something to program against Rush besides other conserva-
tives which are the only current options. To that end, AnShell wants
affiliates, but it will look at outright station acquisitions, too, if that
makes economic sense.

RBR observation: You can sit around and stack the positives
and negatives facing AnShell and come
up with twin peaks. Look at one of the
mountains of evidence, and a sane per-
son wouldn't even think about attempt-
ing such a thing as a liberal Talk radio
network. Look at the other mountain and
you'd be insane not to give it a try.

We think AnShell is taking the right
initial approach. It's not being run by a
political person. It's not being run by an
ideologue. It's being run by a radio pro.

When discussing AnShell, the first
words out of Sinton's mouth are not
things like "boycott grapes" or "give
peace a chance." He talks about core
radio business issues like entertain-
ment and revenue.

For this reason, least
that the oft -cited failures of Cuomo and
Hightower can be tossed out the window.

We didn't have a chance to hear
Cuomo's show, but from what we can
gather it wasn't very entertaining. Words
like "pontificating" and "preaching" are
the kind associated with that effort.
Many listeners probably sprained wrists
in their haste to push a different preset
button on their car radio.

We did check out a snippet from Hightower, and he is an
engaging and interesting speaker. However, he fails the revenue test.
In an interview some years ago, he noted how he attacked the
banking industry on the air-apparently quite effectively. It caused
one banker, who was the #1 client for one of Hightower's affiliates,
to threaten to pull his entire schedule from a station. If your show is
such that you are pulling money out of the pockets of your affiliates,
then it simply is not working.

Many have pointed out that Rush Limbaugh's show grew
organically, citing that as a reason that AnShell will fail, since it's
trying to put itself together overnight.

The obvious answer to that is that AnShell will need to grow
organically as well. Rush can provide AnShell with much more than
a general format-he provides a road map. Rush has blazed the
trail, and AnShell can, if it wishes, take whatever lessons it wants
from Rush's well -documented history.

AnShell will need staying power for that to happen. They've got
access to money, and they've got a radio pro at the steering wheel.
AnShell has a long way to go, but it seems to be off to a good start,
and headed in the right... uh, make that left direction.
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SALES
By Jeffrey Myers

Are Your 2003
Upgrades Completed?

Jeffrey Myers

ary is the month companies
upon during the budgetary

Lasts eat s race In the revenue
goal is done and now we're in
the starting blocks for 2003. We
at Personal Selling Principles
suggest you take inventory of
your resources, before you start
the journey toward greater rev-
enue success than last year. By
now, the budgets have been
approved, your management
team should be in place and
your capital expenditures are
being finalized this month. Janu-

usually start making the upgrades, agreed
process at the end of last year.

 Information Technology
 Facilities - modernization of studios/offices
 Broadcast - new control boards, tower, satellites, etc
 Back Office Software - traffic/business software's
 Promotions - new vehicle, promotional items ordered in bulk

Where is the line item for the upgrade of the people who are
responsible for your revenue success? Have any resources been
allocated to improve their:

 Skills?
 Effectiveness?
 Efficiency?
 Ability?

As an industry leader, I want you to take a minute
to take a mental TEST.

First: think of 100 broadcast companies.
Quickly go through them in your mind and ask yourself: "How

many of them have an on -going training program for the develop-
ment of their people-the most important assets for revenue
generation? If you came up with more than 10, you passed.

RADIO DEALS

I Step by Step Guide

G.Roijow $1EricT.Vierner

We at Personal Selling Principles believe we can learn something
valuable from other industry leaders in the packaging/service goods
industry. Companies such as Gillette, Proctor and Gamble, American
Express constantly invest in the training of their employees with on -going
assessment and individual development programs. The approach is
simple -invest in employee development today to insure stability and
revenue growth today and in the future. Employee's skill sets are like other
assets in the company. You could go along with older information
technology software, but at what cost to efficiency and profit. You don't
need to change your programming, but if you don't keep up with changes
in listener preference ratings erode. If it meant more reach listeners, or
viewers who would not invest in new transmission equipment.

But what about your people? Without appropriate upgrade
strategies will their skills degrade? Will that get left behind in an
ever-changing business environment?

Here are a few questions that might help you assess
the status of your personnel assets:

 Were you satisfied with your company's last year's performance?
 Will the same level of performance be satisfactory in 2003?
 Do you plan to make this year's goal with the same people?
 What different mechanism is in place this year verses last?
 Does your company have a training plan for management and
employees?
 Is your GSM or DOS functioning as a mortician, with a high body
count year to year?
 Does management know their departmental strengths and
challenges, and have they a plan to deal with them?

Personal Selling Principles has found that employees who are
"students of their current position" understand the psychology of
that position and how to interact with others that are involved.

In order to build a solid foundation, companies must make a
commitment to the development of their employees as a part of the
development of the corporate plan.

Whether you view our current industry's revenue growth as a
sprint or a marathon, developing your people-as people-is the
only way to insure your revenue success.
Invest in your greatest asset...your people.

Jeffrey Myers is President of Personal Selling Principles. He may
be reached at 301-595-1871 or Jeffrey@PSPConsulting.net

Available now for only $69
Radio Deals: A Step by Step Guide
By noted communications attorneys

Erwin G. Krasnow
To Order Can

703-719-9500

Eric T Werner

Read this book before you buy or sell
a radio station and save yourself legal
troubles down the road. That's why it's
being called " A safety guide for station
sellers and buyers."

This book, chock full of information,
warnings and advice, could save you
thousands of dollars in legal fees. Invest now
and get this tremendous resource for
only $69 from RBR Books.
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Because the Best and Brightest Come to NAB2003 
-*A4 

Including Washington's Leaders 
All -Industry Ceremony & Keynote Address 

4-4 

State of the 
Industry Address 

Eddie 0. Fritts 
President & CEO 

National Association 
of Broadcasters 

NAB Distinguished 
Service Award 

Recipient 
Cokie Roberts 

Political Analyst 
ABC News 

Technology Luncheon 

Keynote 
George Gilder 

Chairman 
The Gilder Group 

Sponsored by 

THALES 
BROADCAST 6 MULTIMEDIA 

Television All -Industry Luncheon 

NAB Spirit of 
Broadcasting 

Award Recipient 
Don Hewitt ° 

Creator & Executive 
Producer of CBS's 

"60 Minutes" 

NAB Radio Luncheon 

Hall of Fame 
Recipient 

Scott Shannon 
Air Personality & 

Program Director 
WPLJ 

Sponsored by 

AS C A r 

Ready for Primetime: Interactive 
Television Transforms Advertising 

and the Broadcast Business Model 

Keynote 
Jeff Shell 

Chief Executive Officer 
Gemstar-TV Guide 

International, Inc. 

Produced in 
partnership with IITA 

Internet Broadcasting & 
Streaming Media - Where 

Do We Go from Here? 

Keynote 
Rob Glaser 

Chairman & CEO 

RealNetworks, Inc 

Keynote Address 
Barry Diller 

Chairman and CEO 

USA Interactive & 
Vivendi Universal 

Entertainment 

NAB Opening Celebration 

Bill Cosby 

Comedian 

NAB MultiMedia World 

Keynote 
Mike Volpi 

Senior Vice President 
Routing Technology Group 

Cisco Systems 

NAB Broadcasting 
Hall of Fame Recipient 

Disney Anthology Television Series 

Michael Eisner 

Chairman & CEO 

Walt Disney y 
Company 

Keynote 
Bob Schleifer 

Anchor & Moderator, 
CBS News' "Face the Nation" 

Super 

Broadband Digital and Wireless 
Media: Show Me the Money! 
Show Us the Promotion 

Keynote 
Kan-Pekka Wilska 

President 
Nokia, Inc 

FCC Chairman's Breakfast 

Sponsored by AGEthwaryis 
MTS/11FAIT SING 1887 

The Honorable 
Michael Powell 

Chairman 
FCC 

Regulatory Face -Off 

The Honorable 
Jonathan Adelstein 

Commissioner 
FCC 

The Honorable 
Kathleen Q Abernathy 

Commissioner 
FCC 

The Honorable 
Nancy Victory 

Assistant Secretary 
NTIA 

Sessions 

The Future of Desktop 
Digital Video 

Bryan Lamkin 
Senior Vice President Digital 

Imaging & Digital Video Products 
Adobe 

Sponsored by 
Pvkl 

Adobe 

Moderator 
Sam Donaldson 

Correspondent 
ABC News 

The Honorable 
Michael J. Copps 

Commissioner 
FCC 

The Honorable 
Kevin Martin 

Commissioner 
FCC 

Moderator 
John Cochran 

Correspondent 

ABC News 

Technologies and Media on 
Wall Street -A Look at the 
Near -Term Future 

Keynote 
Greg Estes 

Vice President of 

Corporate Marketing 
SGI 

To register and for the most 
up-to-date information, 

visit www.nab.org/conventions/nab2003 

Conferences: April 5-10 
Exhibits: April 7-10 

NAB 
THE WORLD'S LARGEST 

ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW 
April 5-10, 2003 Las Vegas, NV 



MARKETS AND MONEY'
By Jack Messmer

Storm clouds
hang over March
March is building up to be a tough month for broadcasters. With
the US (and a few allies) on the verge of war with Iraq, advertisers
have been holding back on making new commitments. As this issue
of RBR went to press, the war had not begun.

"While Q1 started very, very strong, as the war rhetoric started to
increase over the past two or three weeks, we have simultaneously
seen advertisers start to sit on their hands and be very cautious about
when the war will start," Clear Channel (N:CCU) President Mark Mays
said 2/25 in the company's quarterly conference call. "They have
slowed down placing business for late February and early March. At
the same time, we're seeing advertisers continually place business for
second quarter. In fact, we're feeling very robust about Q2."

Although other broadcasters had reported much the same thing
for two weeks, Wall Street analysts gulped when they read Clear
Channel's projection that Q1 revenues would rise only by the low
to mid single digits. But most seemed satisfied after participating in
the conference call that the downturn, which is mainly impacting
March ad sales, is an isolated event and that advertising demand
will improve once the course of war is known.

"If you have a dislocation, and therefore the dollars still get placed,
but just get placed at a different time, that's something The Street has
always been able to live with-especially in somewhat special circum-
stances, and if those special circumstances are somewhat temporary,
that helps," Wachovia Securities analyst Jim Boyle told RBR.

The advertiser hesitancy is mostly at the local level, according to
numerous radio executives, so national spot has continued to outpace local.

"ft

"To date, very few radio advertisers are requesting any schedul-
ing changes if war breaks out," said Stu Olds, CEO of Katz Media
Group. "Advertisers recognize that listenership will increase and
stations will adjust information to reflect increased interest in war
related information as part of their regular programming."

With the nervousness most pronounced for local advertisers, the
short-term problem is particularly acute for stations in markets where
their advertisers are dependent on local military bases fora lot of their
business. Fewer people are around to spend on routine items and,
with the family breadwinner deployed overseas, spouses left behind
are less likely to make major purchases, such as a car.

George Beasley, CEO of Beasley Broadcast Group (O:BBGI) told
analysts 2/24 that his company is feeling the impact in three of its mid-
sized markets-Fayetteville, with Fort Bragg and Pope Air Force Base;
Greenville -New Bern, with Camp Lejeune; and Augusta, with Fort
Gordon. "All have experienced the preliminary effects of concerns
about war," he said. "Advertisers in these markets are very cautious and
they are often waiting up until the very last minute to place buys,
although we've had very few, if any, cancellations up to this point."

In trying to predict the impact of an Iraq war on ad revenues,
some people have suggested that stations will run commercial -free
for days, much as they did following the terrorist attacks of 9/11/
02. But while that may be true to some extent for TV stations, such
a view may overstate the revenue loss to radio stations.

In a 2'27 conference call with analysts, Saga Communications (A:SGA)
CEO Ed Christian insisted that the war outbreak will not be like 9/11.

"We have two totally disparate events. If you look at September 11,
all the stations went wall-to-wall because this was an attack on our own
soil. The difference this year is-if war breaks out, if you're a music
station...we're going to lose the audience after 30 minutes, because for
us we're probably going to go with 30-60 minutes of coverage of what's
going on. After that, it's a television event," Christian explained.

M & A
Media Venture Partners is

ranked among the nation's top brokers,
including Wall Street firms.

 #6- Ranked Broker in Number of Deals*

 #6 Ranked Broker in Number of Stations*

 #8 Ranked Broker by Deal Volume*

*2002 Radio and TV deals
as listed by Kagan World Media. .

IN E S TM EN T BANK ING

MEDIAVENTURE
PARTNERS

Television  Radio  Telecom

Finding Solutions.
Delivering Results.

Family
Stations, Inc.

has agreed to convey assets of

KEBR (FM)
North Highlands, CA

to

KQED, Inc.
for

$3,000,000
Media Venture Partners represented
Family Stations in this transaction.

www.mediaventurepartners.corn CHICAGO (312) 266-6484SAN FRANCISCO (415) 391-4877
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